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me
Hi, I am Kevin, master photographer and 

founder of KND Photography. I am Fun, 

Friendly, Passionate, Hard- Working, Driven, 

Emotional and Down to Earth but not 

necessarily in that order. 

So put all of that together and maybe that's why 

I now gravitate towards photographing 

weddings: The excitement of the day, the 

emotion of it all, the buzz, the details, that 'live 

element' and most importantly, that 

awesome feeling as two people make one of the 

most amazing, exciting yet mind-boggling and 

sometimes even 'scariest' decision in their lives.

My style of photography is summed up in three words LOVE, 

FUN & STYLE 

LOVE for me that's what a wedding is primarily about, and 

what I'm trying to capture the essence of two people who love 

each other enough to say that they want to spend the rest of 

their lives together, surrounded by all the people that most 

important to them. 

FUN whether it be joy, happiness or laughter, e want your 

images to resonate with real emotions. So relax, be

yourselves, and just enjoy it - and then allow the pictures to 

reflect that. Don't worry, I'll be mostly blending into the day 

capturing it all as it all unfolds. No fake smile, no saying 

cheese and no looking at the camera. Just real relaxed 

expressions of people being themselves. 

STYLE I'll always strive to make you both 'look good' 

especially in the parts of the day where I get to spend a few 

moments with you and hopefully produce some pictures you'll 

be proud of and happy to show your friends and make them 

go 'WOW'.



LOVE
It's about the bonds that matter



PRE WED SHOOT

 The pre-wed shoot id the key to getting great 

photos on your wedding day. Because before 

the day, we will get to hang out together, 

create some cool photos and you will see how 

easy and fun it can be. So come the wedding 

day, I will be like a friend with a camera just 

blending into the day and you will know how to 

rock great photos easy.



Style 
Remember how 
good you looked 



FUN
Relax and Enjoy your day, all of it



CANDID MOMENTS 

 On the day, my aim is to blend in 

and be a part of it all, its the best 

way to capture those unique 

moments, loved ones and little 

details that make your day so 

special.Those moments as they 

happen will be documented in 

creative storytelling so you can 

relive them all again and again 



CREATIVE PORTRAITS

 We will take a few minutes out of your 

day to get some relaxed and creative 

portraits of just you two. For a lot of 

couples, this is one of their favorite 

time of their day as it's a nice moment 

for you both to just breath and take it 

all in. I will do all the running around 

beforehand to make sure we'he got 

some great locations and some 

awesome ideas 'ready to rock'.



THE BASIC
£975

THE CLASSIC
£1235

THE ULTIMATE
£1635

7hours coverage 

Pre- wedding consultation 

1 Photographer 

Editing in our signature style

Online Gallery 

Limited downloads 

10hours coverage 

Pre- wedding session 

1 Photographer 

Editing in our signature style

Online Gallery 

Unlimited downloads 

10hours coverage 

Pre- wedding session 

2 Photographers 

Editing in our signature style

Online Gallery 

Unlimited downloads 

A LA CARTE
 

Photography - £140 per hour 

Pre- wedding session - £275 

Second Photographer - £500 

Visual Legacy Album - £375 (30 pages)

Mobile: 07950 272 857          Email: info@kndphotography.co.uk 



SHARE YOUR PHOTOS

 You will get all your photos on your own 

private online gallery to view them all and 

share with whoever you like. You will be 

able to download your photos in high- 

resolution quality as many times as you 

like. The gallery also stays online for a 

year, so acts as back-up for your peace of 

mind


